Less is More: Facial Landmarks can Recognize a Spontaneous Smile
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Abstract

Smile veracity classification is a task of interpreting social interactions. Broadly, it distinguishes between spontaneous and posed smiles. Previous approaches used hand-engineered features from facial landmarks or considered raw smile videos in an end-to-end manner to perform smile classification tasks. Feature-based methods require intervention from human experts on feature engineering and heavy pre-processing steps. On the contrary, raw smile video inputs fed into end-to-end models bring more automation to the process with the cost of considering many redundant facial features (beyond landmark locations) that are mainly irrelevant to smile veracity classification. It remains unclear to establish discriminative features from landmarks in an end-to-end manner. We present a MeshSmileNet framework, a transformer architecture, to address the above limitations. To eliminate redundant facial features, our landmarks input is extracted from Attention Mesh, a pre-trained landmark detector. Again, to discover discriminative features, we consider the relativity and trajectory of the landmarks. For the relativity, we aggregate facial landmark that conceptually formats a curve at each frame to establish local spatial features. For the trajectory, we estimate the movements of landmark composed features across time by self-attention mechanism, which captures pairwise dependency on the trajectory of the same landmark. This idea allows us to achieve state-of-the-art performances on UVA-NEMO, BBC, MMI Facial Expression, and SPOS datasets.
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1 Introduction

Facial expression can reveal the emotional state of a person. One of the most common facial expressions representing happiness is the smile. More specifically, a genuine and spontaneous smile can only represent happiness. However, when the smile becomes deliberate or posed, it may signify anxiety, embarrassment, politeness, fear, affirmation and sarcasm [1]. Due to the social impact of the smile, many studies have been conducted to recognize a genuine/spontaneous from a posed/deliberate/fake smile [6, 23, 29, 31]. Such research aims to improve human-computer interaction by allowing computers/robots to perceive users’ emotional states. It can be helpful in the fields of neuroscience by studying the influence of subtle movements of eye and lip muscles in human emotions, psychology by investigating the genuine feeling of patients with mental illness, autism, or verbally handicapped people, criminology by aiding polygraph test for police interrogation and so on. In this paper, we study the spontaneous and posed smile expression and present a MeshSmileNet framework that can work end-to-end and fully-automatic manner.

Unlike traditional facial expression classification tasks, smile veracity classification is more challenging because of the difficulty of capturing and interpreting micro-facial movements in spatial and time dimensions. We identify several limitations of past methods. (a) Redundant facial features. Existing end-to-end learning approaches [19, 31] study the problem by considering video frames as inputs. As indicated by [5], the smile veracity mostly depends on the variation of key facial landmarks. For example, the pull of the zygomatic major and orbicularis oculi muscle leads to a spontaneous smile [10]. However, video frames contain a large volume of irrelevant facial features such as identity that is trivial to the recognition performance. (b) Poor inductive bias. The spatial location of the same feature may vary across time dimensions. For example, the lips corner may not be in the similar location across different frames. For some methods, [13, 14], it creates difficulty in tracking feature trajectories because they assume an inductive bias that discriminative features will be located in a similar position across smile videos. (c) Manual feature engineering. Some methods [6] manually craft features including eye angle, cheek pull speed, and so on after tracking the facial landmark of interest over the smile video. Others [28, 29] explore Local Binary Pattern features for facial regions of interest. This process brings the intervention of human experts with strong domain knowledge and limits the feature generality to other similar tasks. (d) Smile phase segmentation. Manual feature engineering-based approach [6, 28, 29] usually requires the segmentation of the smile phase (onset, apex, offset) to underneath the recognition performance. It exacerbates the cumbersome recognition processes of these feature engineering-based approaches. (e) Spatial isolation. Manually crafted features are processed by a single-layer model [6, 6, 6, 23], where the interactions of features from different facial regions are strictly treated as linear. This strong assumption hurts the recognition performance because the complex interplay of smile features should be predominantly non-linear.

Figure 1 summarizes facial feature tracking on different methods.

We present a MeshSmileNet framework that avoids redundant facial features and inject inductive bias of facial movements by converting each frame of the smile video into facial landmarks. We extract landmarks using Attention Mesh [15], a pre-trained model, frame by frame. Landmarks as input (instead of raw frames) make the input representation compact and enable landmark tracking across the time dimension. To yield discriminative landmark features, we explore the concept of relativity and trajectory for the smile veracity classification task. For the relativity, we process landmarks locally in the spatial domain with a sequence of CurveNet block [23]. It selectively groups the nearby landmarks that interact
Figure 1: Visual illustration of facial feature tracking of different methods related to smile classification. (a) [4, 5, 6, 18, 21, 26, 29] work on semi-automatic or automatic landmarks but extracts hand-engineered features. (b) [20, 31] use raw frames directly as input without any landmark location. Although they extract automatic features but need to consider redundant information. (c) Our approach contracts 3D landmark mesh to track down feature spatial and time dimensions automatically. It neither uses hand-engineered features nor redundant information of faces.

with each other. Moreover, it conceptually approximates geometrical landmark features, for example, the eye angle from those manual feature-based approaches. The spatial relativity of each landmark provides efficient features variation tracking compared to raw landmarks because of containing the nearby landmark information. For the trajectory, movements for the same landmark feature across time are accounted by a temporal self-attention mechanism. We place a lightweight spatial self-attention to avoid spatial isolation. The spontaneous smile usually has slow facial feature movements than the posed smile [22]. In time domains, we ground feature variation by self-attention (e.g., the speed of pulling lip corners). With this idea, our MeshSmileNet model extracts effective landmark features for the smile veracity classification. We perform extensive experiments and achieve state-of-the-art results on UVA-NEMO, BBC, MMI facial expression, and SPOS datasets.

Our contributions are listed below:

1. We propose the MeshSmileNet framework for classifying spontaneous and posed smiles based on facial landmarks.
2. We explore the concepts, relativity and trajectory, of learning end-to-end landmark features for smile classification task.
3. We perform detailed ablation studies, compare our methods with strong baselines and state-of-the-art results on four well-known smile datasets.

2 Related Works

Smile Recognition. In the facial action coding system (FACS) [2, 9], a smile triggers both the Orbicularis oculi (AU6) and the Zygomatic major (AU12) muscle by rising cheeks and lip corners. In regards to the smile duration, Dibeklioglu et al. [4, 6] separate it into onset (neutral to expressive), apex (stay expressive), and offset (decay to neutral) phases. Later works on smile motions are studied to distinguish spontaneous and posed smiles. Valstar et al. [26, 27] studies the eyebrows motion patterns and movements of head, face, and shoulders. Dibeklioglu et al. [4, 6] present D-Marker features that consider eyelids, cheeks, and
lip corners movements. Mandal et al. [18] distinguish spontaneous smiles from posed smiles by dense optical flows. Pfister et al. [21] and Wu et al. [28, 29] present a spatial-temporal texture description, CLBP-TOP, to encode eye, lip, and cheek for identifying spontaneous smile. However, all the above methods are semi-automatic that requires human intervention for feature engineering. Mandal et al. [20], and Yang et al. [31] study automatic spontaneous and posed smile recognition with convolution networks by smile videos. However, they consider redundant information from raw video frames that slowdowns the efficiency of the classification process. Our paper proposes a novel automatic framework that studies the relativity and trajectory of facial landmarks for spontaneous and posed smile recognition to address the issues of past methods.

**Relating smiles with video and point cloud classification.** Recent advancements in video and point cloud sequence classification approaches can benefit real/fake smile recognition methods. Existing transformer-based approaches for video classification focus on the study of patch tokenization, positional embedding, feedforward network activation, normalization, and efficient self-attention to scale to high volume video classification [24]. A standard approach uses a convolution network to extract spatial features of each frame and aggregate them by self-attention in the time domain. In our proposed method, we adopt such self-attention. Furthermore, to classify smile videos, one can convert a smile video to facial landmarks with 4D points and apply point cloud classification methods. Fan et al. [12, 13] propose PSTNet and P4Transformer with a spatial and temporal convolution to learn informative feature representation of the point cloud sequences. By a fixed spatial radius and time span, this convolution aggregates features in nearby spatial locations and time separately. In PSTNet, they progressively downsample point features in the spatial domain with the furthest point sample to perceive the entire point cloud. P4Transformer combines PSTNet with transformers to have a global interaction in the time domain for features at close spatial locations. The spatial feature aggregations of both PSTNet and P4Transformer consider all nearby landmarks. In our task, nearby landmarks are not equally important. They potentially flatten beneficial features for spontaneous and posed smile recognition. Our framework explores the relativity of nearby landmarks to help the task.

## 3 Method

### 3.1 Problem Formulation

From psychological research, we know that lips, cheeks, and eyes play important roles in a genuine smile [1, 8, 6]. For this, traditional methods find landmark locations in semi-automatic or automatic ways and track the movement of those locations using some predefined rules/equations/statistics (e.g., piecewise Bézier volume deformation tracker and speed, acceleration, duration, symmetries and amplitude of landmarks [8, 8, 8]). In some cases, methods [18, 28, 29] extract low-level vision features (e.g., HoG, LBP) surrounding landmark locations. We consider traditional approaches as hand-engineered feature-based methods because it requires expert intervention. Recent deep learning approaches [12, 31] make feature extraction automatic (replacing hand-engineered features) by using whole raw video frames as input. Since such approaches use CNN features without considering landmark information, they need to consider redundant facial information unrelated to smiles. Moreover, the spatial location of key landmarks might not be similar across diverse human subjects (e.g., young vs. adults), which may restrict the network from extracting necessary
information. Our goal is to propose a deep architecture that can track landmark locations in an end-to-end manner without using redundant information and expert hand-engineering. For this, we leverage 3D landmarks obtained from Attention Mesh [15].

Given a video $\mathcal{X} = [x_n | n \in 1 \ldots N]$, where $x_n$ and $N$ are $n$th frame and video length, respectively, we aim to identify if $\mathcal{X}$ is a spontaneous ($y = 0$) or posed ($y = 1$) smile. Here, $y$ is the true label. From each frame, $x_n \in \mathcal{X}$, we extract 3D facial landmarks, $a_n \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times L}$, where $L$ is the total number of landmarks. Suppose, $\mathcal{A} = [a_n | n \in 1 \ldots N]$ denotes the landmark representation of a smile video. Our goal is to train a model $F(\cdot)$ that maps $\mathcal{A}$ to $y$.

### 3.2 MeshSmileNet

**Model Overview.** First, we extract $L$ number of facial landmarks $(a_n)$ from each frame $(x_n)$ of a video using Attention Mesh [15]. As shown in Figure 2, all extracted landmarks are fed into our proposed network, $F(\cdot)$. It composes of three main components. (1) Relativity network: We explore spatial geometry relations of landmarks at each frame $(a_n \in \mathcal{A})$ based on CurveNet blocks [30]. It links landmarks with similar features into a curve before aggregation. (2) Trajectory network: As $a_n \in \mathcal{A}$ is ordered, we track the movement of each landmark $a_n$, $l$th landmark at $n$th frame. This operation is based on the self-attention mechanism, aiming to measure the variation of the constructed geometry feature across time. To have interactions between the learned geometric features (avoid spatial isolation), we employ a lightweight self-attention for them on spatial domain. It also helps trajectory measurement of our purpose. (3) Classification network: We classify the video into label $y$, spontaneous smiles or posed smiles, from the relativity and trajectory based landmark features. Now, we elaborate on each network’s components.

**Relativity network.** Our relativity network $C(\cdot)$ models the local geometry of nearby landmarks. Past studies show geometry-based features such as lip pulling, which is formed by a curve from at least three landmarks, are beneficial in the spontaneous and posed smile recognition task. We borrow CurveNet blocks [30] into our framework for this purpose. For landmarks of the same frame, a CurveNet block forms $k$ curves. It determines their starting points by top-$k$ selection method [14] that ranks projected scores of each landmark. Afterward, a curve is sequentially formulated by connecting to neighborhood landmarks with
Figure 3: Overall distinguishing face landmarks (marked as blue) for real fake smile classification while (a) only spatial, (b) only time dimensional, and (c) both spatial and time dimensional self-attention is used on UVA-NEMO dataset. Our method finds landmarks related to lips, cheeks, eyes, and face borders essential for the classification task. The bottom two rows show distinguishing face landmarks of five individual samples of real and fake smile videos, respectively. It tells that important landmarks are found in similar locations regardless of real or fake smiles.

Gumbel-Softmax liked selection methods before pooling into a unified size of landmark features. We denote these processes by:

\[ h_n = C(a_n) \quad \forall n \in [1 \cdots N], \]

where, \( h_n \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times L} \) is \( d \)-dimensional output representation of \( L \) landmarks.

**Trajectory network.** We measure the variation of the learned geometry feature by the trajectory network \( \mathcal{V}(\cdot) \). It builds up representations that describe the movements of facial features such as the pull of the zygomatic major and orbicularis oculi muscle. Naively, it could be achieved by introducing a self-attention to all landmarks. However, this is computationally expensive. Motivated by the axial attention \([16]\), we decompose it into self-attention in spatial and time domains. Our \( \mathcal{V}(\cdot) \) has

\[
\begin{align*}
o_n &= \text{Attention}(h_n, h_n, h_n) \quad \forall n \in [1 \cdots N], \\
z'_l &= [o_{1,l} \cdots o_{N,l}] \quad \forall l \in [1 \cdots L], \\
z_l &= \text{Attention}(z'_l, z'_l, z'_l) \quad \forall l \in [1 \cdots L],
\end{align*}
\]

where, \( o_n \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times L} \) is the output for attention on each frame, \( z'_l \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times N} \) concatenates feature of \( l \)th landmark across time, and \( z_l \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times N} \) is the attention output for, \( z_l \), the same landmark across time. \( o_n \) facilitates better spatial local feature representation with interacting spatial landmark features, and \( z_l \) tracks the movement of local facial features. Semantically, following on the above example, \( \forall l \in [1 \cdots L] \) \( z_l \) can model ‘the pull of the zygomatic major muscle’ or ‘the pull of the orbicularis oculi muscle’ separately. Here, \( \forall n \in [1 \cdots N] \) \( o_n \) brings interactions by aggregating them.

In Figure 3, we analyze the complex interplay of relativity and trajectory networks by visualizing the importance of different landmark locations by calculating their gradient with respect to the target label. Note that we average the background face, landmark position, and gradient of the entire UVA-NEMO dataset. The trajectory network, \( \mathcal{V}(\cdot) \), calculates self-attention across spatial and time dimensions of videos. While using only spatial self-attention in Figure 3(a), we notice that lips regions (spanning from nose bottom to chin) play decisive facial features for the task. Then, only self-attention across time dimensions in Figure 3(b) also finds the landmarks around the left and right sides of the face border. By using self-attention across both spatial and time dimensions, our final recommendation in
Figure 3(c) combines individual contributions (of spatial and time) and additionally focuses on the nose and eyes regions. This finding is somewhat similar to Dibeklioglu et al. [6] which establishes that lips, cheek, and eyes contribute more to real and fake smile classification. Our method automatically arrives at the similar conclusion without any hand-engineering. Being data dependent nature of deep learning, our method also concentrates on the nose and face border-related landmarks.

**Classification Block.** We apply a global pooling on $\forall l \in [1 \cdots L] z_l$, and then it is passed to distinguish between spontaneous and posed smiles. Our Classification Block has a global pooling layer, a Layer Normalization, a Linear layer, and a Sigmoid activation function.

**Objective:** Our goal is to classify spontaneous and posed smiles. We penalize deviation of network predictions $F(A)$ from the ground truth $y_i$ using Binary Cross Entropy loss:

$$ \mathcal{L}_{BCE} = y_i \log F(A) + (1-y_i) \log (1-F(A)) $$

**Inference.** Given a test smile video, after extracting landmarks locations representing that video, $A^*$, we perform a forward pass for prediction, $\hat{y}$, i.e., $\hat{y} = F(A^*)$.

## 4 Experiments

**Datasets.** We experiment with four smile datasets: (a) UvA-NEMO dataset[1]: This dataset contains 597 spontaneous and 643 posed smile videos of 400 participants. It is recorded in resolution $1920 \times 1080$ at 50 frames per second. Among the four datasets, this one has a higher resolution and frames per second (FPS) and the highest number of videos. (b) BBC dataset: This dataset has 20 videos, divided into 10 posed and 10 spontaneous. The videos are recorded in resolution $314 \times 286$ with 25 FPS. (c) MMI facial expression dataset[25]: It contains spontaneous and posed facial expressions. Similar to [5, 31], we use 138 spontaneous and 49 posed smile videos. The spontaneous smile part is recorded in resolution $640 \times 480$ and at 29 FPS, and the posed smile videos are recorded in $720 \times 576$ pixels at 25 FPS. (d) SPOS dataset [21]: There are two types of image sequences, gray and near-infrared sequences and all the images are in $640 \times 480$ pixels with 25 FPS. There are in total 80 smiles, 66 spontaneous, and 14 deliberate smiles. We use the gray image sequences in our research. Detailed statistics of smile datasets are presented in the supplementary material.

**Train/test split & evaluation.** We follow the train/test split and 10-cross-validation settings from [6] for the UvA-NEMO dataset. For the BBC, MMI, and SPOS datasets, we follow [6, 29] and use 10-fold, 9-fold, and 7-fold cross-validation, respectively. All the datasets maintain no subject overlap in training and testing splits. To evaluate the model, we use prediction accuracy. We run ten trials to report the average result.

**Implementation details.** We extract 478 landmarks per frame with Attention Mesh [15]. Our model is trained with these extracted landmarks. We use a batch size of 16 and train the model for 300 epochs. We use AdamW optimizer with a learning rate of $5e-4$. We sample 10 FPS for the UvA-NEMO, MMI, and BBC dataset and 1 FPS for the SPOS dataset. In training, we sample 16 continuous frames per video. During testing, we average the prediction score for 5 samples per video. In the Relativity Network, we use a CurveNet block having four CIC layers [30]. We have a convolution 1d layer to linearly mix the 478 landmark features per frame to 32 features and then pass it to the Trajectory network $V(\cdot)$. It has nine regular transformer blocks. Six of them perform spatial self-attention, and three are for self-attention in the time domain. We use the *PyTorch* library to perform our experiments.

1Codes are available at: https://github.com/Tushar-Faroque/MeshSmileNet
4.1 Main Results

Comparison methods. We compare our work with three categories of methods. (a) Semi-automatic: These approaches \([1, 4, 5, 6, 18, 21, 26, 29]\) require manual annotation of facial landmarks for the first frame in a smile video. Also, the extract smile features are hand-engineered by experts. (b) Fully-automatic: Unlike the semi-automatic case, these approaches \([6, 31]\) require no manual annotation for the first frame. They use CNN layers on the raw video frames which allows many redundant smile features. (c) Baseline: We propose three baselines that could be a reasonable but incomplete version of our method. After extracting landmarks from each frame using Attention Mesh \([15]\), we represent a video by 4D point clouds. Then, we apply point cloud sequence classification methods like PSTNet \([13]\) and P4Transformer \([11]\) to classify smile videos. Also, we feed raw video frames to the vanilla vision transformer (ViT) \([8]\) model for video classification. PSTNet, P4Transformer, and ViT represent three baselines of our method.

Performance benchmark. In Table 1, we present a benchmark comparison of our methods with state-of-the-art approaches based on four datasets. We separate ‘Semi-automatic’, ‘Fully-Automatic’, and ‘Baseline’ methods by horizontal lines. Our observations are as follows: (1) Compared to semi-automatic methods, we achieve state-of-the-art results in the MMI, SPOS, and BBC datasets. In the UvA-NEMO dataset, the best performance was reported by Wu et al. \([28]\), but it requires hand-crafted features and heavy preprocessing steps. Our model is the most competitive automatic method in classifying spontaneous smiles, which classifies spontaneous smiles from facial landmarks with a single forward pass. (2) When comparing past fully automatic methods, our method significantly outperforms them. Mandal et al. \([20]\) and Yang et al. \([31]\) classify spontaneous smile with a CNN that inputs raw frames. However, in this task, most facial features are irrelevant, such as identity information, but they redundantly cover key facial landmarks that are beneficial for the spontaneous smile classification task. As a result, their approaches are difficult to understand the spontaneous smile-related features. Unlike them, our MeshSmileNet resolves the difficulty by learning relativity and trajectory of landmarks extracted from raw frames. (3) Our model outperforms baseline methods by a huge margin. Again, the vanilla ViT applies self-attention to raw frames in the spatial domain and time domain. Though global interactions are achieved, variations of the same spatial features need to be modeled from many patch features. It creates difficulty for the spontaneous smile classification. PSTNet \([13]\) and P4Transformer \([11]\) have landmark inputs. They use spatial and temporal convolution and P4Transformer \([11]\) to aggregate features from nearby landmarks. In our task, landmarks are not equally impor-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>CurveNet</th>
<th>Attention</th>
<th>UVA-NEMO</th>
<th>MMI</th>
<th>SPOS</th>
<th>BBC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frames</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>78.4</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td>93.3</td>
<td>95.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landmarks</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>82.2</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>92.2</td>
<td>95.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landmarks</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>72.3</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>90.1</td>
<td>95.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landmarks</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>82.4</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>95.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landmarks</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td>94.4</td>
<td>95.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Ablation on model architectures. * means self-attention is used in both spatial and time direction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame Rate</th>
<th>UVA-NEMO</th>
<th>MMI</th>
<th>SPOS</th>
<th>BBC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>98.6</td>
<td>94.4</td>
<td>95.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>98.6</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>95.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td>92.4</td>
<td>95.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>82.2</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>92.4</td>
<td>90.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Impact of frame rates across different datasets.

tant to each other. Our **MeshSmileNet** selects nearby landmarks interacting with each other before aggregation and improves spontaneous smile classification performance.

**Significant test.** We follow [7] to determine if our methods significantly outperform the automatic baselines. With the 10-fold partitions from the UVA-NEMO (each testing fold contains around 100 videos, and there are 1240 testing videos in total), we use the paired t-test to compare our methods against the baselines in Table 6. Since p-values are $< 10^{-3}$, we conclude that our method exhibits statistically significant results than the baselines.

**Role of landmark extractor.** We work on FaceMash, which extracts more landmark locations (478 vs. 11) than the landmark tracker from past methods. In Table 2, we compare the performance of using FaceMash landmarks on Dibeklioglu’12 [5] and Dibeklioglu’15 [6]. Their feature extraction process is extremely sensitive to landmark locations because they usually track facial landmarks across the video with a pre-defined set of rules and statistics. Moreover, they require manual annotation of landmarks in the first frame. Here, when scaling their approach using the automatic landmark extractor, FaceMash, they perform lower than our proposed model. It tells that more landmarks do not help until features are learned end-to-end using deep learning methods (instead of hand-engineered features).

**Subject group result.** UVA-NEMO dataset provides smile data of different subject groups, e.g., young, adult, male and female. We apply our method in each individual groups and compare the result with **RealSmileNet** [31] in Table 3. Our method outperforms [31] which confirms the robustness of the proposed method. This becomes possible because of excluding redundancies of raw frames which were used in [31].

### 4.2 Ablation studies

**Ablation on architecture.** In Table 4, we perform ablation studies based on architecture components. Firstly, we feed raw frames directly to the ViT model for video classification where no CurveNet is used. It achieves poor performance because of redundant features. Secondly, we directly apply landmark inputs to the vanilla ViT model with self-attention in both spatial and time domains. It addresses redundant feature issues and shows considerable performance improvement. Thirdly, we include the relativity network (implemented as CurveNet), which deals with spatial geometry relations of landmarks. Then, we separately try spatial and time self-attention in the trajectory network. For both cases, we notice performance improvement over the second case because of measuring the variation of the constructed geometry feature through the trajectory network. Finally, we apply all components as our final recommended method, outperforming all previously ablated architectures. Using landmarks as input instead of raw frames and the interplay between relativity and trajectory networks help our method achieve outstanding results.

**Ablation on frame rate.** We study the impact of frame rates (Table 5) for our model on four datasets. Using 5 FPS per video, our model performs the best in UVA-NEMO, MMI, and BBC. However, 1 FPS serves the best for the SPOS. Note SPOS dataset provides only
the onset phase of the smile videos. In contrast, UVA-NEMO, MMI, and BBC provide all three phases (onset, apex, and offset) in the smile videos. The onset phase usually is in slow motion. Thus, low FPS finds the best performance for SPOS. Nevertheless, FPS to be used can be considered as a hyper-parameter for validation.

**Ablation on landmark extractor.** We compare Attention Mesh landmark extractor [15] with widely used DLIB extractor [17] (with 68 landmark locations). In Table 7, we show the results on automatic baselines and with our method. We exclude ViT from the comparison since ViT does not use facial landmarks. Because of providing more landmark locations in Attention Mesh (478 vs. 68), it beats the DLIB extractor. However, our method performs well against the baselines for both extractors’ cases, showing our generalization ability.

## 5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a framework for real/fake smile recognition, which leverages facial landmarks from video data to learn spatial and temporal. In the past, models relied on raw smile frame input, manual feature engineering, phase segmentation, etc., which hampers the efficiency of the overall smile classification. In contrast, we focus on the relatively and trajectory of facial landmarks using CurveNet and the self-attention mechanism network, respectively. This way, we learn spatial and temporal features from them and classify spontaneous and posed smiles. We executed experiments on UvA-NEMO, MMI, BBC, and SPOS smile datasets and achieve state-of-the-art results.
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